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Terms of Use
This slide set for Texas S.B. 460 83(R) training, entitled “Mental Health and Education” is
owned and copyrighted by Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center (TTUHSC). All
text, graphics, trademarks, and other intellectual property incorporated into the slides
remain the sole and exclusive property of TTUHSC.
The slide sets may be used only for the purpose of educational activities in relation to
mental health promotion and intervention training. The information contained herein is not
intended to substitute for informed professional diagnosis, advice or therapy. Users may
incorporate the entire slide set or selected individual slides into their own presentations but
may not alter the content of these slides in any way or remove the TTUHSC copyright
notice.
Users may not make the slide set available for sale or distribution in any unauthorized
form, without the express written permission of TTUHSC. Unauthorized use of these slides
constitutes copyright infringement.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Objective
s

Symptom identification of common mental health
disorders in school-aged children.
Classroom interventions to help manage resulting
behaviors.
Assessment of students at risk of suicide.
Template for intervention and documentation for Crisis
Protocol.
Notice and Referral process for parents.
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Why should educators
intervene?
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• The lack of mental health resources for children can lead to:
• Suicide- 3rd leading cause of death in ages 15-24.
• School Failure - 50% of students with mental health issues 14 and up drop out
of high school.
• Juvenile and Criminal Justice Involvement - 65% of girls, 75% of boys in
juvenile detention have at least one mental illness. Incarceration happens in
most cases before the child has any diagnosis or intervention.
• Untreated mental illness in children is likely to persist and lead to school failure,
limited or non-existent employment opportunities and poverty. No other illnesses
harm children as seriously.
• Early Identification
• Children can be effectively identified and treated.
• Can help prevent the loss of critical developmental, academic and emotional
maturity.
• Early intervention can significantly minimize delinquent and violent youth
from a future of crime.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Definition and
Application for
Educators
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Adolescent
Mental HealthDefined

• Mental Health is defined as, “A state of psychological well-being
where the individual has the ABILITY to USE cognition and
emotions to meet ordinary, everyday demands.”
• Educator Expectation:
• All students must be in control of their behavior.
• All students must abide by the school Code of Conduct.
• All students must learn each teacher’s idiosyncrasies.
• Each student must learn each teacher’s classroom rules.
• Each student must learn the subject matter.
• Each student must not cause a disruption to any other student’s
ability to learn.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Reality in schools
• Extensive curriculum requirements and high stakes tests to pass.
• Insufficient time and too many students to deal with individual
issues.
• Lack of training to equip educators with the tools needed to deal with
difficult students.
• Lack of congruency in methods of discipline (e.g., disconnect
between classroom and administrative disciplinary action.)

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Mental Health
Statistics
•

21% of all adolescents age 14-18 are inhibited by
a mental health condition.

•

Only 20% of these adolescents get any sort of
medical treatment for the condition.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Possibilities for
Consideration
• What if we could learn which behaviors by teachers, other students and
administrators could eliminate the need for discipline referrals and lost
time due to classroom disruption?
• What if we could determine which behaviors were caused by mental
illness?
• What if we could understand the difference between lack of motivation,
defiance, non-compliance and impulsivity and a true disability that the
student could not control?
• What if we could intervene before the student met the end of the regular
educational opportunity and before they went to “the alternative?”

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Proposed Solutions
• Increase educator’s ability to identify symptoms of different
mental health disorders.
• Increase educator’s ability to implement instructional
strategies in the classroom individualized to increase student
success.
• Increase educator’s application of classroom management
techniques to reduce stress for both staff and students.
• Easily accessible crisis management protocol.
• Staff that is trained to manage an increasing number of
students with mental and behavioral disorders.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Mental Health
Disorders Common to
School-Aged
Population
Symptoms and Classroom Interventions
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) Symptoms
•
•
•
•

Trouble staying on task.
Trouble finishing assignments.
Decreased frustration tolerance.
Difficulty organizing lockers,
notebooks, etc.
• May often lose books,
assignments, equipment, etc.
• Trouble following rules.
• Don’t seem to listen.

• Blurt out answers.
• Easily distracted.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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ADHD Classroom
Interventions
• Give instructions 1 or 2 at a time.
• Allow student to help you with something that
allows him to get up and about.
• Provide student with “code word” or gesture for
refocus (reduces embarrassment).
• Provide positive reinforcement for desired behavior.
• Allow time in a re-focus zone.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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RE-FOCUS ZONE
A designated area where a students is given
the opportunity to gain control of their behavior
• A quiet place, away from distractions, either within the classroom or outside the
classroom.
• Calming articles such a drawing supplies, stuffed animals, fidgets or music may
be allowed in the re-focus area.
• A timer must be included in the area. Students may also have a folder with dates
and times recorded for accountability.
• The student initial timing can start at three minutes. They will set the timer and
attempt to learn to control their behavior without outside stimulus or influence.
• After four sessions at three minutes, the student’s time can be reduced to three
sessions at two minutes and after three sessions at two minutes, reduced to two
sessions at one minute. The timing is arbitrary depending on student’s success.
The ticket to reducing time and sessions is teaching the student to control their
own behavior.
• REWARD students for success, even if it is very little change over time, but a
better pattern for the future.
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Oppositional Defiant
Disorder (ODD) Symptoms
•
•
•
•

Often angry and resentful.
Loses temper easily/frequently.
Often argues with adults.
Intentionally annoys people but
is easily annoyed by others.

• Does not take responsibility for
his own actions.

• Often wants and speaks of revenge.
• Actively refuses to comply with adults.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ODD Classroom
Interventions

AVOID POWER STRUGGLES.
Give 2 choices rather than directions.
Pick your battles carefully.
Try to build rapport in student’s interests.
Be sincere in all interactions.
Provide time for preferred tasks.
Teach at an appropriate level academically. Student
may be behind in curriculum.
• Structure activities in order to decrease any “down
time.”
© 2013 TWITR Project

VIDEO SIMULATION
Presented by:
Abernathy High School
Drama Department
Abernathy, TX
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Conduct Disorder
Symptoms
• Persistently bullying.
• Truancy.
• Noncompliance with authority figures and peers.
• Frequent disciplinary action.
• Inability to feel empathy.
• Masked low self-esteem.
• Lying.
• Stealing.
• Vandalism to others’ property.
• Physically aggressive.
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Conduct Disorder
Classroom Interventions
• AVOID POWER STRUGGLES.
•
• Teach at an appropriate level for
•
student. Keep in mind, they may
have been out of classroom for •
some time.
• Be sincere. They are skilled in
•
deception.
• Use computer based activities, if
possible.

Give options, not demands.
Use de-escalation techniques.
Encourage student participation
with establishing classroom
rules.
Avoid tasks where students
choose teammates. Provide
structure so the student is not
chosen last.
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Reactive Attachment
Disorder Symptoms
•
•
•
•

Destructive to self/others.
Inability to feel guilt or remorse.
Inappropriate or poor with relationships.
May be consumed with thoughts of
violence.

• Mumbling or repeating sentences
such as, “I forgot.” or “I don’t know.”
• Habitual lying.
• Manipulative. May be able to
“charm” others.

• Unusual non-verbal communication.
• Significant control issues.
• Inability to see potential consequences.
© 2013 TWITR Project

Reactive Attachment
Disorder Classroom
Interventions
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• AVOID POWER STRUGGLES.
• Provide as much structure and routine as possible in the
classroom.
• Show and simultaneously teach social behaviors
• Present rules/consequences as matter-of-fact rather than
giving any leniency for negotiation/manipulation.
• Allow the student move to the “Re-focus Zone.”

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Disruptive Mood
Dysregulation Disorder
(DMDD) Symptoms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Severe anger outbursts.
Outbursts are not proportionate to the situation.
Outbursts are exhibited in other settings (home, with peers).
Aggression toward others during outbursts.
Chronic irritability or anger.
Irritability to the extent that it is often debilitating.
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DMDD Classroom
Interventions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AVOID POWER STRUGGLES.
Provide consistent structure.
Anticipate sudden change and prepare student.
Reduce stress with transitions or disruptions to schedule.
Set realistic expectations for behavior.
Be consistent with consequences.
“Re-focus Zone”

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Anxiety
Symptoms
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Constant worrying.
Excessive stress about daily life.
Restlessness or being “worked up.”
Easily fatigued.
Irritability.
Unexplained crying episodes.
Sleep disturbance.
Failing grades.
Difficulty concentrating, mind going blank.
Unrealistic expectations of self. (hypersensitive to criticism or being
viewed negatively by others.)
• Self-medication (substance abuse).
• Increased physical symptoms. (frequent headaches, stomachaches,
etc.)
• Self-mutilation (cutting). May also be symptomatic of another
mental health disorder.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Anxiety Classroom
Interventions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Try to maintain routine/schedule with minimal change.
Allow flexibility for class or homework.
Adjust the amount of homework, if possible.
Allow time for correction.
Allow “time out” or “refocus zone.”
Use technology when possible to increase motivation.
Work together with parents to establish effective strategies.
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Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) Symptoms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emotional responses to triggers.
Flashbacks, play referencing the event, nightmares, hallucinations.
Physical complaints.
Fear of specific people, places or events.
Reported inability to remember the event.
Inability to focus or concentrate.
Self-medication.
Anger/irritability.
Impulsive behavior.
Depression, hopelessness.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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PTSD Classroom
Interventions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stop activities that are upsetting for the student.
Reduce auditory and visual stimuli, when possible.
Allow student to move to “re-focus” zone.
If the student wants to talk about the event, do not discourage.
Allow the student to express his/her feelings without judgment.
Be cautious with physical touch.
Care should be taken in facial expressions and body language,

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Bipolar Disorder
Symptoms
Extreme Mood Fluctuations, such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Inflated self esteem.
Extremely talkative.
Racing thoughts.
Easily distracted.
May become
belligerent.

• Falling asleep in class.
• Seem extremely
sad/tearful.
• Inability to think
clearly.
• Lack of interest in
activities.
• May also have
thoughts of suicide.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Bipolar Disorder
Classroom Interventions
• Be flexible with curriculum – may need to adjust with swings in
mood.
• Divide assignments into manageable sections to reduce stress.
• If concentration is low, provide a variety of learning styles.
• “Re-focus Zone.”
• Help student learn to calm self.
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•
•
•
•
•

Depression
Symptoms

Self isolation, quiet.
Increased irritability.
Decline in grades.
Change in sleeping patterns.
Lack of interest in usual activities.
Decreased motivation.
Decrease in energy level.

• Decreased ability to concentrate or forgetful.
• Unkempt appearance (personal hygiene, dirty
clothing, hair in face, etc.).
• Thoughts, comments or writing about death/suicide.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Depression Classroom
Interventions
• Set realistic expectations – flexible deadlines, providing
notes, etc.
• Allow students to make up work.
• Record and remind students of their accomplishments.
• Sincerely encourage them for their efforts
and achievements.
• Teach them to be optimistic about the future.
• Allow them to work independently,
when necessary and help them work back into group
settings.
• Provide extra time/effort with student.
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VIDEO SIMULATION
Mr. Holland's Opus
(1995)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistent classroom
interventions

Post your daily schedule.
Maintain a consistent routine each day.
Briefly and clearly outline expectations of students.
Consistently enforce consequences.
Reduce classroom stress.
Create a safe place for students to learn.
Use individualized instruction when necessary.
Provide flexible deadlines.
Divide assignments into smaller, manageable parts.

• Help students write down assignments.
• Allow flexibility in schedule, especially if student having medication side
effects or sleep disturbance.
• Allow students to correct assignments, when possible.
• Treat students with unconditional positive regard.
• “Re-focus Zone.”
© 2013 TWITR Project

Psychosis
Symptoms
• Delusions – may think others are “ganging up” on
them. May also think you are involved.
• Hallucinations – may see/hear sounds (voices,
clicks, etc.) that others do not.
• Disorganized speech.
• Extremely strange hand motions,
speech or behavior alternating with
withdrawal.
• Extreme confusion.
• Unusual or inappropriate display of
emotions.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Suicide

• Fact - even though we would like for the
issue to go away, it is becoming more
prevalent.
• From 2009 - 2011
• Increase in students who seriously
considered attempting suicide.
• Increase in students who had made a plan.
• Increase in attempted suicide.
• Increase in suicide attempts that resulted in
injury.

• Fact - Suicidal ideation may be a
common occurrence with several mental
health disorders.
• Myth - Asking a person if they have
thoughts of suicide will put the idea into
their head.

The only way you can “mess it up” is not to ask.

CASE STUDY

Gabby

© 2013 TWITR Project

• The student is a 10 year old Hispanic female who
currently lives with grandmother because her
mother is frequently incarcerated. She does not
know her father and has no siblings. This is your
first year to teach Gabby, although her reputation
has preceded her. You know that the
administrative staff has had difficulty with
disciplining her for many years previous. As
well, when you had a parent/teacher conference
at the beginning of the year, her grandmother told
you they have tried to “exorcise the demons”
from her many times. Her grandmother seems
fearful of Gabby at times and seems to tread very
lightly in her interactions with her.

• Gabby has begun exhibiting bizarre behavior in
your class. At times, she looks into “space” and
becomes anxious and seems fearful. She also
reaches out her hands as though she is going to
stop something or someone but no one is around
her. When you try to redirect her in class, it is
very hard to regain her attention. You decide to
take her to see the counselor (who sees her
frequently) to see if there is something going on
at the current time. Suddenly, she begins
breathing very heavily and quickly, almost as
though she is hyperventilating. As well, she
begins looking toward the window, but will not
go close to it. Soon she is talking and begging
other people (who are not present) not to take
her.

• Using the information you have received today,
what type of symptoms are you seeing?
• How should you physically respond to what is
happening?
• What step(s)s, if any, would you take next?
• What type of documentation, if any, would be
appropriate to use?
• Who else should know about the situation?
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Protocol for
Mental Health
Crises
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Crisis Protocol
Psychotic Episode:
• If the student is in an active state of psychosis (hearing things that are not heard
by others, seeing things that are not seen by others, any other audible or visual
hallucinations) quickly and quietly escort the student to the district appointed
person(s) for assessment.
• Document the occurrence on the Crisis Report as soon as possible.
• Complete the Student Release for Mental Health Evaluation if/when student
leaves with parent.
Suicidal Ideation:
• If a student exhibits any type of suicidal ideation (drawings, writings, gestures,
statements) DO NOT leave the student alone.
• If a student expresses suicidal thoughts, isolate the student and proceed with
Suicide Assessment or escort the student to the district appointed person(s) for
assessment.
• Document the occurrence on the Crisis Report as soon as possible. Include any
documentation by student. (writings, drawings, etc.)
• Complete the Student Release for Suicidal Ideation if/when student leaves
with parent.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Community Resources
• Community Healthcore – Bowie, Cass, Gregg,
Harrison, Marion, Panola, Red River, Rusk and Upshur
Counties. www.communityhealthcore.com

• Andrews Center Services – Smith, Wood, Rains,
Van Zandt, and Henderson Counties.
www.andrewscenter.com/about.htm

• Burke Center/Cornerstone for Nacogdoches
County

• ACCESS – Anderson & Cherokee Counties

Emergency Protocol Decision Tree

Assessment

Imminent
threat

Not imminent

Contact
Administrator

Contact
Parent/Guardian

Contact
Parent/Guardian
Identify parent
preference for
emergency care.
(Call EMS, or parent
transport.)

Call EMS
Provide student with
as much privacy
as possible

Parent
Transport
Example

Obtain statement
of understanding.

Provide
resources for
counseling,
psychiatry, crisis
hotlines, etc.

Obtain statement
of understanding

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Suicide Assessment

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Student Name:

Grade:

Date & Time of Incident

Staff Member Reporting:

Crisis Report

What Happened:

What I asked/said:

Student’s Response:

Administrator Contacted:

Staff Member Signature:

Administrator completes remaining information.
Name of Parent/Guardian Notified:

Date:

Time:

Recommendation to Parent/Guardian:

Did Parent/Guardian sign Student Release?

☐ Yes

☐ No

Was EMS Summoned?

☐ Yes

☐ No

Any additional action taken?
If so, please describe:

☐ Yes

☐ No

Administrator Signature:

© 2013 TWITR Project

• Documentation, including
Crisis Report and any
additional writings or
drawings, may be necessary
to obtain prompt psychiatric
care.
• Alleviates any discrepancies
in student’s report.
• May be used as follow up for
mental health professional.
• Best practice.
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Student Release for Mental Health
Evaluation

If the student is not an imminent threat, this form can be used in order to relieve the
school of any liability in getting mental health services for the student.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Student Release for Suicidal
Ideation

This form is used to pass liability from the school back to the parent, if a parent or
student refuses to be transported by EMS.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Notice and
Referral
for Intervention
(non-crisis event)
© 2013 TWITR Project
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entions (up to Tier 3).

r assessment.

ceable changes in student performance (academic, behavioral and mood changes).

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Physician Letter Template
Parent/Guardian Name
Address
City, State Zip
Phone
Date
Physician Name
Address
City, State Zip

RE: [Student’s Name], Request for Evaluation
Dear Dr. _____________________:
Please find attached the documentation collected by [School Name] in the interest of [Student’s Name}, who is
in [student’s grade] grade. [He/She] has been experiencing difficulties at school for approximately [time of
documentation] months. I understand there is a need for evaluation to determine if [he/she] may have a need
for mental health intervention. Please review the attached documentation to determine our next step in this
process.
Thank you for your time and your help. I look forward to working together to help get the intervention and
support that is best for [His/Her] long-term development.

Sincerely,

Parent/Guardian Name

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Other Common Childhood
Mental Health Disorders
• Pervasive Developmental Disorder (PDD) and
Autism Spectrum Disorders
• Eating Disorders
• Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FASD)
(Not a DSM Diagnosis)

© 2013 TWITR Project
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PDD & Autism
Spectrum Symptoms
• Inappropriate thought
patterns for their age.
• Difficulties in
communication.
• Usually loners.
• Repetitive behaviors.
• Sensory sensitive (noise,
light, texture).
• Peculiar behavior or
expression.

• Limited social interactions.
• Inability to think abstractly.
• May have repetitive
movement (rocking,
stemming, etc.)
• Odd interests or
preoccupations.
• May repeat certain phrases
over and over or repeat
what is said to them.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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PDD & Autism Spectrum
Classroom Interventions
•

•
•
•

Do not try to teach the student to
“Look at me.” Teach him other
ways to provide non-verbal
feedback such as looking at a
person’s forehead.
Use a student’s fixations as
opportunity for her to teach others.
Introduce change in the same
manner each time to reduce anxiety.
Maintain daily routine as much as
possible.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Directly teach social skills.
Learn the student’s triggers and try
to intervene before it escalates.
Use team approach when possible.
Be supportive of family. Provide
education when needed.
Promote a student’s talents.
Allow student to move to “refocus
zone.”

© 2013 TWITR Project
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Eating Disorder
Symptoms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfectionists or high achievers.
Low self-image.
Increased irritability.
Excessively talks about
weight.
Over-exercising.
Lies about eating.
Physical symptoms: scraped knuckles, headache,
dizziness, etc.
Does not participate in functions that include food.

© 2013 TWITR Project

Eating Disorder
Classroom
Interventions
• Teach acceptance in your classroom.
• Be careful of comments about appearance.
• Stress doing their best rather than doing things
perfectly.
• Teach students to like themselves for their strengths,
not their appearance.
• Be cautious with highly competitive activities.
• Be realistic. Do not students push beyond their
abilities.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder (OCD)
Symptoms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tracing or touching things repeatedly.
Continually erasing.
Asks to go to the bathroom all the time.
Poor concentration.
Requires constant reassurance.
May maintain focus on one thing for an extended
period of time.
• May appear anxious.
© 2013 TWITR Project
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OCD Classroom
Interventions
• Try to be lenient about the behaviors the student is
unable to control.
• Try to redirect the behavior rather than using
consequences.
• Punishment may cause the behavior to increase as
a result of increased insecurity/anxiety.
• Use computer based learning in order to provide
alternative to common class work.
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Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome Disorder
Symptoms
• No boundaries (people, property, etc.)
• May be seen as naïve or weak.
• Difficulty with reasoning.
• May become depressed
or suicidal.

• Lack of social skills. May even isolate.
• Difficulty learning from past experiences.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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FASD Classroom
Interventions
• Use lots of repetition for social cues, even for
simple things like, “Please” and “Thank You.”
• Model appropriate interactions with others.
• Reinforce positive and negative behavior
immediately.
• Allow students to move during instruction.
• Encourage students for any and all progress.
• Remember: It’s not that they won’t, it’s that they
can’t.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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•
•
•
•
•

Objective
s

Symptom identification of common mental health
disorders in school-aged children.
Classroom interventions to help manage resulting
behaviors.
Assessment of students at risk of suicide.
Template for intervention and documentation for Crisis
Protocol.
Notice and Referral process for parents.

© 2013 TWITR Project
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"They may forget
what you said but
they will never forget
how you made them
feel."
- Carol Buchner
© 2013 TWITR Project

Additional resources are available at:
https://eduhero.net/
https://highschool.kognito.com/texas/
https://middleschool.kognito.com/texas/
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Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by
its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life
believing that it is stupid.
- Albert Einstein
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Contact Information:
Mari Evans, M.Ed., LPC, NCC, CSC
(806) 743-1338 mari.evans@ttuhsc.edu

Rebekah Miller, M.Ed., LPC
(806) 743-1338 rebekah.miller@ttuhsc.edu

www.sb460training.org
© 2013 TWITR Project
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Contact Information:
Adrian Knight, Federal Programs Coordinator
(903) 988 - 6810 aknight@esc7.net
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